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Searching for signs of early alteration and 

other “diagenetic” influences in 

speleothem SC-06-01 

 

Our finding that the fluid inclusion isotopes do not lie on a single meteoric water line is consistent 

with the presence of two competing behaviours in precipitation isotopes of the region (Gat et al., 

2003), but it could also arise from early alteration of the calcite after enclosure of the inclusions. We 

therefore consider it responsible to evaluate whether there is any evidence for such “diagenesis” 

within the sample, especially evidence of cements growing within speleothem cavities.  

The speleothem comprises almost entirely of primary columnar calcite, with frequent zones of 

microcrystalline calcite oriented perpendicular to growth (Fig. S1). The columnar fabric is highly 

typical of speleothem growth in equilibrium with dripwater, whereas the micrite layers occur at 

hiatuses and are indicative of a degree of bio-influence (Frisia, 2015;Frisia et al., 2000;Dupraz et al., 

2009). Micrite layers in SC-06-01 are an original fabric (Frisia, 2015). We find no evidence of either 

microsparite or mosaic fabrics within this specimen, and therefore no evidence of “diagenetic” 

alteration or transformation of an early carbonate phase.  

Fluid inclusions themselves are unequally distributed, being far richer in milky layers typical of rapid 

growth phases than the rather glassy layers typical of slower growth (growth rate here in inferred 

from the distance between adjacent U-Th datings (Hoffmann et al., 2016). They are generally 

elongate, with their long axes oriented with the long axes of calcite columns. Larger inclusions 

universally show uneven margins, and no inclusion has been identified showing evidence of 

transformation towards a low aspect ratio, near-spherical form (Meckler et al., 2015). The larger 

inclusions generally have cuspate terminations, typical of inclusions formed during speleothem 

growth (Meckler et al., 2015). Smaller inclusions are also generally elongate, although some low 

aspect ratio inclusions can be found. Nevertheless, these resemble primary inclusions, with either 

cuspate or thorn-like closure in the growth direction.  

Demény et al (2016) provide a vital framework for identification of alteration of fluid inclusions. 

Their work indicates that this process will be more common in cooler regions, making it relatively 

unlikely for an African specimen. Reconstructions of LGM winter-time (the likely season of maximum 

speleothem growth, and therefore fluid inclusion closure) sea surface temperatures for the 

Cyrenaican coast indicate a change from modern conditions <2oC (Hayes et al., 2005). This implies 

that cave temperature was likely no lower than ~18oC during MIS3.  

Although Demény et al (2016) describe a process occurring in very young speleothems, they provide 

no upper age limit for Ostwald ripening to drive isotopic change in fluid inclusions. Looking for the 

signal of this process in SC-06-01, we find that the isotope measurements themselves do not 

systematically change with distance from speleothem top (age), but rather show a constant mean 

behaviour, with a slight bias to more negative values in Phase II rather than Phase I (Fig. 4). The 



correspondence of the absolute magnitude of the measurements to modern rainfall isotopes for the 

region also requires that, for alteration sensu Demény (2016) to have taken place, these must 

perfectly compensate for some independent alteration of the system in the opposite direction. 

Moreover, although the broad distribution of the measurements in 18Ofi could arise from depletion 

during alteration (Demény et al., 2016), isotopically negative 18Ofi correspond to enriched 2Hfi, 

causing a weak negative correlation between these values rather than a simple translation in oxygen 

isotopes. This is unlike the trend described by Demény et al (2016), but is consistent with the 

difference between Tunis-mode and Bet Dagan-mode rainfall today.  

Overall, we therefore find no evidence in favour of alteration or “diagenetic” influence on the SC-06-

01 fluid inclusion dataset. In absence of any such data, we feel on good grounds to interpret these 

data as palaeo-environmentally useful.  
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Figure S1. Typical fabrics of SC-06-01; Left PPL, right XPL.  

 

 

 

Figure S2. Typical fluid inclusions from SC-06-01; left larger inter-crystalline inclusions, right smaller 

intra-crystalline inclusions.  
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